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Howard: Leader In Achievement
Scholar Enrollment ~

Howard
Receives
$3.1 Million
Grant

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Venus B. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
Where can a fine arts
major learn how to open her
own dance studio? Where can a
pre-med student find out about
running his own practice?
Where can a group of communication students get information on starting their own magazine?
As of Fall 2004, Howard
students will no longer have to
major in business in order to
learn how to be entrepreneurs,
thanks to the Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation.
Howard University is one
of eight institutions chosen to
receive a 1nulti-million dollar
grant from the Kauffman
Foundation of Kansas City,
Mo. to promote the Kauff1nan
Campuses initiative.
Though entrepreneurship
programs have historically
focused on business schools,
this $3.1 million grant will
enable Howard to provide
entrepreneurship exposure
and education to students
across the entire campus
through the Institute for
Entrepreneurship, Leadership,
and Innovation.
As the only predon1inately
black university to accept this
grant, Howard has taken on a
special mission in the AfricanAmerican
community.
"Through [the ELI Institute],
we will be able to enhance our
students' experiences as we
prepare them for success in a
competitive global environment,'' a Howard press release
stated.
The primary objective of
the Kauffman Foundation is to
transform campus life so that
entrepreneurship ·is a fundamental part of the college experience.
Howard plans to make
entrepreneurship a core competency for every student
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80th Year in Print

Hip-Hop clothing
lines are here to
stay. See more '
inside...
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Howard topped such schools as Harvard and University of
Florida to receive the most National Achievement Scholars.

From fashion to campus
journalism, Howard University
has dominated studies and surveys this school year. TI1e newest,
and possibly most notable,
accomplishment of the University

is its recruiting and enrolling the
largest number of National
Achievement Scholars of all colleges in the nation.
Each year The National
Achievement Scholarship program recognizes outstanding
'Black American high school students and selects finalists for the

program, based on their performance on the PSAT, their academic
abilities and their potential for
success in college. From the
115,000 students that entered the
program last year, Howard is
home to 71 of the 1,200 finalists.
See HOWARD page A4

Sharpton
Addresses
Statehood at
D.C. Primary
.,,.......
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Campus police officers, who threatened to go on strike last May if their work conditions did not improve, recently
received a $6,000 pay increase. Officials hope that this new agreement will attract new officers to the University.

Campus Police Reach Agreement with University
By Melanie R. Hohnes
Hilltop Staff Writer
After about five months of negotiation,
the Campus Police and University agreed
upon terms for a new three-year contract in
mid-December. Changes made in the contract consist of unproved working conditions. Tius includes operational modifications, bereavement policy, and a pay
increase.
"I think the contract is a fair contract
on both sides," Chief of Police at Howard
University Reginald Smjth said. "It was a
give and take process."
Operational
alterations involve
changes in the manner in which complaints
are handled, and the administration of disciplinary actions.
Also due to recent stipulations,
Campus Police officers are now given tinle
off for bereavement.
"It's a big issue to the Campus Police,"
Smith said. "Their leave with pay is not to

extend beyond three regular scheduled
work days."
The lughlight of the new contract for
the approximated 210 officers is a ntlnimum of $6,000 added to their checks
annually, increasing their salary to
$29,000-$30,000 per year.
· "These salaries were benchn1arked
with other universities in the area," Smith
said "It's a tedious process to make correct
changes to pay, but it should appear on the
upcoming check or the one after."
Smith feels that ce1tain benefits, such
as the remission of tuition ha\'e been reason enough for some officers to apply to
Howard.
"If an employee completes one full year
[of work at Howard], they may take courses for free," Smith said. "After two years,
their children may attend':
Even though Smith feels that the benefits of employment by Howard are attractive to prospective officers, S1nith said that
the pay raise would attract officers with

more skills to Howard University, making
the selection process more competitive.
"I think the contract is a step in the
right direction as far as n1oving the1n into a
fair and equitable pay," JC Stamp, the
Executive Director and spokesperson of the
Campus Police said. "Everyone is satisfied."
Some students, however, do not
believe the officers deserve an increase in
salary.
'They don't need more money," junior
chemical engineering major Montreal
1'-lcl\Iorris said. "They just sit in their cars
all day."
Stan1p does not recognize current
problems with the new contract, but is not
assured that peace will be maintained.
.
''111ere's always going to be disagreements with what their rights are," Stamp
said.
Some clarification regarding vrord
See POLICE page A4

See GRANT page A9

Trustee Member Honored
by Horatio Alger Association
Since its establishment in
1947, the Horatio Alger
Association has been a major
asset to the African-American
community and has, and still
does, recruit members who
strive to educate, mentor, and
inspi_re the youth. The organization also provides financial
'
PHOTO COURTESY
OF CNN.C'OM
assistance to colleges and to
young adults interested in
higher education.
By Natasha L. Williams
Members of the association
Hilltop Staff Writer
annually sponsor $5 million in
the form of Horatio Alger
In December of 2003, the scholarships to high school
Horatio Alger Association of seniors who have proved their
Distinguished Americans, Inc., willingness to work hard and
chose one of Howard's own attend college and who have
alumni,
Gabrielle
Kirk overcome many hardships 1n
McDonald, to be a member of
their organization.
See TRUSTEE page A4

Top Headlines During Winter Break

PHOTO COURTESY OF FORBES.CO\!

Saddam Captured
On the morning of
December 14, 600 military
personnel found Sadda1n
Hussein lying in a six foot
eight deep hole. When news
of the capture of Saddam was
made known to the people of
Baghdad, many of the citizens
celebrated.

PllOIO COURTESY or MSN.COM

Quake Flattens City
A day after Christmas, a
6 .6 1neasured earthquake
devastated the town of Barn,
Iran. Over 30,000 people
died in the quake, and the
town was reduced to rubble.
A 97-year-old woman was
found in the rubble nine days
after the earthquake.

PIIOTO COURTF.W OF MSN.COM

Former Senator
Has Black Child
Former Segregationist
and presidential candidate,
Strom Thurmond was found
to be the father of an illegitimate black child named Essie
Mae Washington. 78-year-old
Washington was accepted as
a member of the Thurmond
family.

By Josef Sawyer
Editor-in-Chief
Today Howard students will
start the fifth full day of classes
and Reverend Al Sharpton will
take his first presidential test,
the D.C. Primary. Some have
called it a sideshow to the Iowa
and New Hampshire primaries,
but for Sharpton, D.C. is where
he believes the race should
begin. For Sharpton, the issue is
about more than location; it's
about statehood.
"How can you be for democracy and not D.C. statehood?
Candidates say they support
statehood but are not treating
D.C. like Iowa and New
Hampshire," Sharpton said.
Although New Hampshire
and Iowa have lone been considered the major primaries in
presidential elections, today voters will get an opportunity to
take part in the first Democratic
primary of 2004. Sharpton considers the D.C. P1imary a chance
for the black voters who make
up the majority of the city to
show critics they are serious
about D.C. statehood. Sharpton
says the real success of the D.C.
Primary will not be if he wins,
looses, or draws; it ,-vill. lie in
voter turnout.
"If there wasn't a huge population of color in the District,
we wouldn't have this problen1,"
Sharpton explained. "It's undemocratic to push for democracy
... in the nation's capital there is
not fair recognition of their
vote."
Sharpton's support of D.C.
statehood adds to the list of
humanitarian
causes
the
Reverend has fought for since
the Civil Rights sit-in era; at it's
peak Sharpton was jailed and
stabbed while participating in
organized acts of civil disobedience.
Sharpton along with Carol
Moseley
Braun,
Dennis
Kucinich, and Howard Dean are
the four Democratic candidates
whose names are most recognizable in today's primary. Dean,
who leads all Democratic candidates in the polls, skipped out on
a recent debate among primary
candidates, bu tis still on the ballot (an act that infuriated
Sharpton, who says Dean is
i.J1consistent with his campaigning).
"Dean says he supports D.C.

See SHARPTON page A4
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HUH Opens Luxury Suites
By Venus Brooke Taylor

Hilltop Staff Writer

What part of
winter break
was most
enjoyable?

Pl IOTO COURTESY Ol-lll HOSP.ORO

HUH opened a five-star
Pavilion for VIP patients.

Anthony:
Don't
Forget God
By Natasha L Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard Baker
Junior
Computer science
"Catching up ,vi.th old
friends and sleeping in."

Safi.ya Ferryman
Freshman
Speech pathology
"Hot sun in Florida."

A. Pinks
Sophomore
Advertising
"Had a lot of free time to
advance my career:'

Those who attended chapel
service on Sunday in hopes of
hearing a sermon from Michael
Eric Dyson were in for a big surprise as Lewis M. Anthony spoke
instead.
Anthony preached that it
was "Time for an Epiphany," or a
"Revelation of the manifestation
of God." He explained to the
audience that it is not God's plan
for His people to walk in darkness, but to seek light and understanding.
While referring to the second chapter of Matthew,
Anthony
portrayed
how
Christians should seek God the
way the three wise men sought
Jesus after he was born.
"To many of us are too content to just chill," explained
Anthony. "No person is intelligent unless he is constantly looking for God."
He shared with the audience
that worship is another significant part of the journey in seeking God. Anthony also stated that
if people are not one with God in
Spirit, then they cannot worship
him.
The reverend explained that
power, money, and high status
could make people too proud
and make them forget who got
them where they are. According
to the Anthony, humility, gratitude, and giving crec!.it where
credit is due are very important.
"No matter how educated
you are or how much money you
make, you still need to realize
that if it wasn't for God, you
wouldn't be in that situation,"
said Anthony. "When judgment
day comes God won't care about
what kind of car you drove or
how much money you invested.
He will want to know if you ever
tried to get to know him. Don't
become so cute that you forget
God. He made us, we did not
make ourselves."
In addition, Anthony stated
that Christians might have to
leave their old way of life behind
See GOD page A9

A suite with concierge service, a private chef, international
phone lines and co1nputer connections-these are the amenities
that VIP patients of Howard
University Hospital can now look
forward to. Comparable to the
luxuries found at a premier fivestar hotel, the newly renovated
Pavilion at Howard University

Hospital offers its guests an array
of services.
·
In a ribbon-cutting ceremony
on Thursday, Sherman P. McCoy,
Executive Director and CEO of
the hospital, introduced the
Howard University community to
its new patient care facility.
University Provost, Richard
English, gave the opening
remarks at the event.
"This renovation is adding to
the world-class of our hospital in

terms of patient care and [medical) student experience," said
English. "I stand in great admiration at the work that has taken
place here."
Victor F. Scott, Senior Vice
President for Health Affairs
echoed English's sentiments.
''The Pavilion is just one example
of how we have taken each unit of
the hospital and improved it to
See HUH page A9

Celebration of King
years since
his assassination, the
legacy
of
Martin
Luther King,
Jr. continues
to impact the
lives of all
Americans.
With his
non-violent
approach to
combating
Pl IOTO COUR'I tSY OF TOPBLACKS.COM
the racism
Martin Luther King Jr., assasinated in
and preju1968, was a beloved civil rights activist.
dices facing
B 1 a c k
Americans
By Shara D. Taylor
during one of most turbulent
Hilltop Staff Writer
times in U.S. history, King
On January 19, the was able to break the barriers
majority of America \vi.II cele- of stiff legislation that made
brate the birthday of one of the institutionalized oppresthe most recognizable figures sion of Blacks legal. Under
of the civil rights move1nent King's leadership, America
during the 1960s.
Even \vitnessed then-United States
though it has been nearly 36 President Lyndon B. Johnson

sign into existence the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, granting
Black Americans the same
rights and privileges as their
white counterparts.
After graduating from
~Iorehouse College in Atlanta
in 1948 with a Bachelor's
degree in sociology, King
went on to study theology at
Crozer Theological Seminary
in Chester, Pennsylvania.
Follo\ving the ideologies of
the Indian philosopher
Mahatma
Ghandi,
he
believed in "turning the other
cheek" toward his enemies.
King's political career
was propelled into international status when he agreed
to assist Rosa Parks, who was
arrested on a Montgomery,
Alabama bus after refusing to
give her seat to a white rider.
As
president
of
the
Montgomery Improvement
See KING page A9

RAs Undergo Leadership Training
By Shara D. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
Throughout the school
year, resident assistants and
graduate assistants ensure
order and offer guidance to students in the residence halls.
On Saturday, the Office of
Residence Life, in conjunction
with the Howard Univers ity
Professional Development and
Leadership Academy, hos ted
the first of a two part series
entitled
"Achieving
Outstanding Customer Service:
An Overview" in the Blackburn
Center. Facilitated by Laura A.
Fleet and Debyii S. Thomas, the
seminar focused on attaining
the highest level of customer
satisfaction among the residents.
Charles Gibbs, newly
appointed Dean of Residence
Life, and Fleet describe the collaboration
between
the
Academy and Residence Life as
a "strong partnership."
"As an extension of the
opening workshop that all
assistants attend at the begin-

Employee
ofthe
Week

ning of the year, the session skills, and create learning comaims to introduce resident munities within the residence
assistants and graduate assis- halls."
tants to the principles and
Gibbs also believes that the
practices affecting the quality skills learned by the resident
of service to [students) and assistants will indirectly impact
other customers," Fleet said.
the quality of life of the resiFleet wants the students to dents, adding to the overall
take with them an understand- leadership value of the campus.
ing of the importance of delivOlu Burrell, a graduate
ering the best customer service assistant in Slowe Hall,
possible.
believes that the information
"We cannot overlook the presented was pertinent to the
students that we entrust in growth and development of
major roles," she said. "This relationships between the resi\vill augment their academic dents and resident assistants.
experience by rounding out
"It gives a broad perspecother training and develop- tive of what it means to be a
ment areas they ¼'ill take when servant leader in the Office of
they leave the university."
Residence Life and a better
Gibbs conceived the pro- understanding of customer
gram in an effort to offer the service," he said.
assistants a chance to further
"It gives you the opportunidevelop their leadership skills ty to evaluate how others perbefore leaving Howard.
ceive you because it may be dif"This will improve the ferent from the way you perservice of student leaders in the ceive yourself," Meridian Hill
Office of Residence Life. They Hall resident assistant Alicia
\vi.11 be able to implement these Gill said.
skills in life and at Howard," he
Gill viewed the conference
said. "They can regroup in
mid-season, fine tune their See TRAINING page A 10

By Nicole Marie Melton
Hilltop Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, Tonya
Guillory received what she
calls the best news since she
began working at Howard. As
the coordinator for the
National Merit Achievement
Scholar Progran1, Guillory
found out her hard work
pulled in 71 National
Achievement Scholars this
school year, beating out top
competitors Harvard and
University of Florida.
"The university puts forth
a great effort to recruit the
n1ost talented students and
these 71 students prove our
efforts are paying off," said
Guillory.
Working as a recruiter
takes up most of Guillory's
time during the day, however,
she makes it a priority to
devote quality time to her students. The Austin, Texas
native relocated to the District
from her former position at
Tulane University in New
Orleans, Louisiana in March
2002 when administrators felt
the need to dedicate more
attention to the National
Achievement Program.
"President Swygert recognized a need to focus more
recruitment toward the students and have someone t hey
can relate to and work \vi.th
during the school year," said
Guillory.
Providing study hall
hours, organizing career services orientations, and finding
1nentors for students are just a
few examples of how Guillory
goes out of her way to show
students she cares. During the
summer months, she also
n1akes herself available t o
incoming fresh1nen for any
questions and conc~rns they
have before arriving to campus. Guillory, who keeps a
rainbow Slinky, handheld
mini-basketball and ., full
candy dish in her office to
entertain her "kids," recognizes that students sometimes
need someone to reach out to.
"It is important to 1nake
sure students have someone
they can go to for help," said
Guillory.
See TONYA page A9

Moment in Howard's History: 'MLK Celebration '76
By Candice Jones
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ashley Johnson
Freshman
Business management
"I went to a casino for
the first time in
Wisconsin Dell on New
Years Eve and I won
$150."

VOICES AND VIEWS BY
CUAD JOIINSON

"I think that is special that
the students took it so seriously
and not just for a day out of
During this week in 1976 school," said junior public relaHoward University students tions major Sharelyn Devonish.
were celebrating the life of "I wish students still celebrated
Martin Luther King Jr. for the such a great person in that way,
first time since his assassina- King would appreciate it."
tion.
Over 200 D.C. residents
For the very first time, the marched to Howard for the proDistrict of Columbia celebrated grain entitled "Where Do We Go
Martin Luther King Jr. birthday From Here" which was the title
· as a district holiday and all gov- of his last publication. The
ernment offices and business Howard University and Union
were closed in commemoration. Temple Baptist Gospel Choirs
All Howard University classes performed at the celebration fillwere cancelled in observance for ing the hearts of many of the
King's birthday and numerous attendees with joy.
celebrations and memorials
Although Coretta Scott King
took place, such as the one in and other guests were not able
Cramton Auditorimn.
to attend, D.C. Council Member

Marion Barry and Calvin Rolark
of the Washington Inquirer
were among many distinguished
guest who were among the many
faces in the crowd.
"Just imagining the energy
that filled Cramton that day is
priceless," said sophomore
radio-television-film
major
Jenna Wiggins. "I would have
loved to witness the first national celebration of Martin Luther
King's life since his death.
The day before, human
rights activist Dick Gregory led a
protest to the FBI building in
Washington to highlight critical
issues involved in the continuing controversy over King's

1rls Jfistor~

See HISTORY page A 10
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Sharpton Discusses Democracy for D.C.

HU Students Among the Top
HOWARD from A 1

Con1peting with Ivy League
and other reputable institutions,
Howard's triumph speaks to the
faith student scholars have in the
school and to the ability of the
university to recruit these achieving students.
"This is a great accomplishment for the entire University and
it has me elated and ecstatic,"
Tonya Guillory, coordinator for
the National Merit Achievement
Scholar Program said.
"It is no easy feat having such
high caliber students interested in
Howard. I am very proud and it is
good to see our work and the
combined effort of recruitment,
the alumni office and others pay
off."
Howard's
number
of
achievement scholars has continually increased over the last three
years and Howard has placed
among the 'top ten,' for the highest enrollment of these scholars, .
for the last five years. Howard was
followed in top recruitment of
National Achieve1nent scholars

poll by Harvard University and
University of Florida.
''This program and its latest
recognition make me feel like a
distinguished college student.
Myself, and the other scholars,
hard work has been well worth it
and I have not been disappointed," National Achievement
Scholar and freshman biology
major Richard Turner said.
The Office of the National
Merit Achievement Prograin,
recruitment and student scholars
look forward to using the accomplishment to help in recruitment
efforts in the upcoming year.
"I am very glad to see the
numbers. We are like a big family
and it makes us happy to add to
the numbers. We helped in the
recruitment process and it is good
to see that our efforts worked,"
sophomore
National
Achievement scholar and biology/pre-med major Tracy Phillips
said.
The latest and largest class of
National Achievement scholars
wants their presence to be felt on
campus.

SHARPTON from A 1

only candidate that is unequivocally opposed to Bush's policies. I
statehood, but he doesn't have am the only person saying we
the decency to show up for the shou1d get out of Iraq now."
primary. I practice what I
Some students like Sterling
preach," Sharpton said.
Jackhon, a senior architecture
With Dean leading in the major, doubt Sharpton has the
Democratic polls and gaining backing to win the big race in
momentum as one of Bush's 2004.
biggest opponents, Sharpton isn't
"For Sharpton to win the
sold on Dean being the right fit Democratic nomination, he
for black voters.
would need every single black
"He [Dean] has been one person in America to vote for
that has clearly said race should- him." Jackson said.
n't be a factor, he is against affirBut Sharpton is quick to
mative action," Sharpton said. remind skeptics he is in line with
"Dean has appointed conserva- blacks and the voting numbers,
tive judges in Vermont and has and sa}fs no Democratic candinot been an advocate on any date can win the presidency withfronts for black causes."
out 90 percent of the black vote.
Although Sharpton is focus- These are the same votes,
ing on the D.C. primaries and Sharpton says, put forJYler
campaigned Monday by visiting Presidents Jin1my Carter (1976local businesses on Georgia 80) and Bill Clinton (1992-2000)
Avenue, he says he isn't going to in office. "A vote for Sharpton at
get too preoccupied with Dean best is for president and worst is
because the real fight is with to give delegates leverage to go to
Bush.
these conventions to do some"People will see that I am the thing tangible and real for

Guillory described the group
as "energetic, active, diverse, and
academically sound." AJI 71 of
Howard's National Achievement
Scholars are recipients of
Laureate Scholarships. The students not only have had an
impact on their advisor, Howard
legacy, and recruitment, but also
on their peers as well.
''They inspire me. I am close
to many of the laureates and to
see them achieve makes n1e
determined to succeed. We hang
together and when they hit the
books, I hit my books," freslunan
dance major, Faruq Hussein-Bey
said.
"I feel very honored to be a
part of this program. Howard is
known for its tradition of excellence and I am proud to add on to
the legacy," freshman National
Achievement scholar and business management major, Remi
Oguntoye said. With Howard's
motto of offering leadership for
America and the global community, enrolling the largest number
of National Achievement scholars
is a big step towards that goal.

HU Alumni Member of Horatio Alger Assoc.
TRUSTEE from A 1

Campus Police Receive Salary Raise
POLICE from A 1

usage was also rectified within the
new contract. According to Smith,
any ambiguous language was
articulated to ensure its intent.
The
previous
contract
between the Campus Police and
University expired in March of
2002; around that time planning
for a new contract started. In July

2003, negotiations began and
were settled shortly before the
New Year.
"The new contract hasn't
been published yet," Smith said.
''The attorneys on both sides are
working on details."
Smith feels that after almost
two years without a renewed contract, the Campus Police are
pleased that the situation is

WHAT'S UP
with Textbook p~icing?

African-Americans and Latinos.
On Howard's campus,
Sharpton has been supported by
HUSA, who organized several
voting
drives.
Recently,
Howard's NAACP Chapter, along
with the College of Arts &
Sciences Student Council, hosted
a forum for Sharpton entitled,
'The State of the Black Man in
America.' Howard's NAACP
President Xayna Sanders says
Sharpton has a good chance in
the D.C. and state primaries.
"So far from all the other
candidates that visited Howard's
campus, he [Sharpton] has a
unique approach." Sanders said.
"He is a reason why race is a factor in this election."
Students who registered to
vote that reside in Drew, Cook,
and the Towers can cast their
vote at Myers Elementary on 11th
and Clifton St. Northwest. Polls
are also located at 3rd and Elm
St. at the Gage Echington School.
Voting polls will be open today
from 7a.m to 8 p.m.

their childhood. The association also provides financial aid
counseling, internships, and
job placement assistance.
"Gabrielle Kirk ~lcDonald
and all of the me1nbers of the
Horatio Alger Association continue the tradition of proving
that hard work, determination,
and positive thinking are the
keys to success and achieving
the American dream," said
Walter Scott Jr., President of
the Horatio Alger Association."

behind them.
''They can close this chapter,
focus attention on what they're
doing and move forward to
becoming better," he said. "The
negotiations showed good faith
on everyone's part. It showed
we're capable of working together
in a professional manner."

McDonald
was
selected
because of her many outstanding achievements and contribu•
tions.
Gabrielle Kirk McDonald,
originally from St. Paul,
Minnesota, graduated first in
her class from Howard Law
school in 1966. After she graduated she worked for the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund as a staff attorney.
In 1979, President Carter
appointed McDonald to serve
as a judge for the U.S. District

Court for the southern District
of Texas and she was also the
first African-American woman
to serve as federal judge in
Texas.
In addition, in 1993, the
United
Nations
General
Assembly elected McDonald to
serve as the only American
judge on its International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. Currently,
McDonald is serving as judge
on the Iran-United States
Claims Tribunal.
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er shelling out big bucks for tuition, room and
board, and other college expenses, students may
be taken aback by the prices on textbooks for class.
National statistics show students spend hundreds of dollars
each year on textbooks-and they're not happy about it.

l

According to old campus newspapers, students were
complaining about textbook prices back in the 1930s, when
the average textbook cost about $3. Things haven't changed.
Today's students are still raising questions about why
textbooks cost as much as they do. Here are some of the
most frequently asked questions and answers.
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Why Is the store uouoing me? Textbook prices are

so high, Iknow the store is making aton of money.
In reality, the bookstore doesn't make much on textbooks.
On average, 64.8% of the sticker price on new books goes
back to the publisher, mostly to cover development of the
book and normal business expenses The author gets about
11.6% in royalties. The freight company that shipped the
book gets 1.2%.
The rest goes to the bookstore, out out of that amount the
store has to pay for staff wages and benefits; insurance
and taxes; electricity, heat, water, and AC; checkout
systems; shelving; office and storage equipment; security;
rent or mortgage payments; cleaning and repairs; supplies;
and other expenses. In the end, on average, just 4.5 cents
(before taxes) on every dollar you pay for new textbooks
represents profit to the store.

Why doesn't the store pick cheaper books?
The store is not involved in textbook selection. Your professors
spend many hours reviewing dozens, maybe hundreds, of
books to find just the right ones for your courses. The profs
then tell the store which books to order.
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Your bookstore does put a lot of effort into keeping textbook
prices as affordable as possible, like encouraging faculty to make
their book decisions early so that the store has time to search out
more used copies.
But novels and other books don't cost as much as textbooks.
Textbooks are not like novels or general-interest nonfiction books,
which can be sold to a broad audience. Most textbooks are
specialized and will be purchased by only a relatively small
number of people. Also, textbooks require considerably more time
and effort to develop. To ensure accuracy, they must undergo
rigorous academic review and fact-checking, and must be
updated every few years to stay current.
Photos, color, graphs, charts, exercises, and quizzes also add to
the production cost of textbooks. Students say these graphics
aren't important, especially if they make books more expensive.

The Hilltop

But sales histories tell a different story. Professors are more
likely to choose textbooks with contemporary, inviting graphics,
and students are more likely to buy them.

Some textbooks are shrinkwrapped with extras Idon't
need or use. Why does the store make me pay for these?
These ancillary materials have been developed by the publisher,
and are normally included with the book at no extra cost to
students. These supplementary materials are intended to help
you succeed with the class. In most cases, the publisher does
not offer the textbook alone, and the bookstore must buy the
entire package. Because the package is a set, most publishers
require stores to return unsold packages with all materials and
shrinkwrap intact.
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A message from the
Howard University Student Association

~:

APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING ARE
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN THE HUSA OFFICE
ROOM 102 OF BLACKBURN

·ALSO·
SETTLEMENT REPORTS AND APPLICATIONS ARE DUE ON

If you have questions please contact Nikoa Milton, HUSA Financial
Advisor, at 806-7007 or nikoamiltion@yahoo.com

January 13, 2004
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World
Leaders
Address
Peace in
2004

ders. This year will be the year
of winning world public opinion to the side of our people's
just struggle."

and challenges brought about
by the severe acute respiratory
syndrome (Sars) epidemic and
natural disasters including
earthquakes,
floods
and
droughts." President Jintao
also said that China will focus
on economic development, the
reunification of Taiwan and
China, and worldwide cooperation to achieve world peace.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.NATO.INT

AGENCY.COM

French President
Jacques Chirac

Vasser Arafat.

French President Jacques
Chirac said that France will
continue its role in world stabiPHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.NATO.INT

Russian President
Vladimir Putin

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.f-ORBES.COM

Chinese President Hu
Jintao.

Chinese President Hu
Jintao, in his New Year message, recapped the challenges
faced by China in 2003. He
said, "The year 2003 was of
unusual significance for the
Chinese people. Chinese people
of all ethnic groups, united as
one, conquered the difficulties

Cambodia
celebrates New
Year's Eve on
April 13 for
three days. It is
called 'Chau!
Chnam Thmey'

Celebration

which

Gelukkige nuwe jaar!
In Afrikaans, it means Happy
New Year. On January 1 many people
around the world celebrated New
Year's Day. In today's world, it has
become the norm to think of our own
customs and traditions as being practiced by all. It may shock some that
not everyone celebrated New Year's
Day at a party, or at mass, or that
some haven't even begun to celebrate
the New Year. Here's a look at some
different New Year's customs of five
countries around the world.

means

'Entering

the

New
Year'.
Houses
and

By Sean Jackman

Hilltop Staff Writer

Rnssian President Vladimir
Putin relayed a more tempered
message. He said, "We are seeing out 2003. Of course, it was a
mixed year. There were difficulties and mistakes, and many
unresolved problems remain.
But together we sought and
found needed solutions. And
everything that we achieved
was not a mere gift of fate,
because we spent all year working with persistence. We
worked both for ourselves and

Cambodia

A Fusion of
Cultures for
New Year's

home altars are
cleaned to welcome the New
Angel or the
Guardian of the
New
Year.
Items placed on the altar include five
candles, five incense holders, fruit,
flowers, rolled banana leaves and
perfumed water to wash the Buddha.
Flowers, balloons and colorful
streamers adorn homes and children
give money to their parents, aunts,
and uncles as a sign of respect. A special service is held on New Year's
morning, after which the people give

Observation
Deck
Bush Outlines Mars Mission
President Bush this week will lay out
his "vision for expanding the space pro-

gram," which is expected to include longterm proposals for manned missions to
the moon and an eventual manned mission
to Mars, senior administration officials say.
NASA's target for a moon mission is 2018, an

official said.
Some of the things that had been under
consideration were a proposal for a pem1anent presence on the moon, setting a target

for retiring the shuttle fleet, and a plan to
phase out the international space station.
An administration official said the presi-

VlSIOil.

The last moon flight was December
1972.

labors in near-seclusion may have solved one

of mathematics' oldest and most abstruse
problems, the Poincare Conjecture.
Evidence has been mounting since November

2002 that Grigori "Grisha" Perelman has cracked the
100-year-old problem, which seeks to explain the
geometry of three-dimensional space.
The Poincare Conjecture is a highly abstract problem that only the most gifted math wizards love and
truly understand. His question, or conjecture, was

whether two-dimensional calculations could be easily
modified to ans,ver similar questions about 3-D
spaces. He was pretty sure the answer was yes but

could not prove it mathematically.
Answering the question may help scientists better
understand the shape of the universe. Beyond that, it
may have no application to everyday life.
If Perelman succeeds, he could be eligible for a $1
million prize offered by the Cambridge,

British Prime Minister
Tony Blair, speaking on the
Iraq conflict, said that, "In
2004 we must stick to the task.
There will be no better signal
for the Middle East or the world
than a democratic, prosperous
Iraq replacing a tyrannical, bru-

to vote."
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.ONLINEATHFNS.COM

British Prime Minister
Tony Blair

South African President
Thabo Mbeki, in his New Year
speech, said that this year
marked a decade since the
region's liberation, but reminded the people of continuing
problems. "This year we have
continued to make new

China
Though January 1 has begun to
pick up as a day of celebrations, the
Chinese New Year actually follows
the lunar-solar calendar and so

South African President
Thabo Mbeki

Scotland

cinnamon, sugar and red wine is
drunk on this occasion along with
champagne. Taverns and inns are
decorated with confetti, evergreen
wreaths and streamers. Mortars,

called boilers, are fired to chase away
evil spirits of the old year. People
attend the midnight mass, where
trumpets are blown from the church
towers at midnight. The Straus
operetta "Die Fledermaus" is performed every year at the Vienna State
Opera and the Vienna Philharmonic
performs an all-Straus concert.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.ANC.ORG.ZA

swept away. Sharp tools are avoided
so as not to cut luck. Black isn't worn,
white signifies death and bad words
are avoided. People with kitchen gods
smear honey on his lips in hopes that
he will speak sweet remarks upon
returning to heaven.

In Austria, New Year's Eve is
called Sylvesterabend: Eve of Saint
Sylvester. A special punch, made of

occurs between mid-January and
mid February. People start preparing
for Yuan Tan - the Spring Festival at least 22 days before and it lasts 15
days. Red banners, good luck scrolls
and flowers decorate the homes,
which are cleaned before New Year's
Day. On New Year's Day itself,
bathing or sweeping is taboo for fears
that good luck will be washed or

In Scotland, New Year's Eve is
called Hogmanay (Moon of the Hag)
Oidhche Chaluinne (Night of the
Candle) to honor the deity
Hogmagog. Bonfires, torches and
smoking sticks are lit to ward off evil
and the home is purified using
juniper cypress and water that is collected after sunset. At midnight,
doors and windows are opened to let
out the old year and to drive out the
Cwn Annwn, the black dogs of the
underworld that pass through.

Iran
Iran follows the vernal equinox
making their New Year either March
20 or 21. It's called Noruz, which
See CULTURES page A 10

Massachusetts-based Clay Mathematics Institute,
formed to identify the world's seven toughest math
problems.

Portland Brewing Co. CEO Jerome Chicvara says
the 3,200 cases bearing the Pumping Iron label are a
humorous tribute to the 38th governor of California,
"Terminator" actor Arnold Schwarzenegger. Chicvara

said the idea came to him while kidding around with
his college-age kids and their friends who, like many,
had morphed the words "governor" and "terminator"
into "governator."

HIV Oi"phans Accepted to Kenyan Schools
Kenya's authorities have agreed to
ensure primary school places are given to 72
HN-positive children from Kenya's biggest
and oldest orphanage. Nyumbani home took
the govern•ment to court after accusing five local
state schools of discriminating against children
from their orphanage.
Nyumbani's lawyer Ababu Namwamba said
it was a victory "over prejudice, stigma and fear".
Last year, Kenya's new government introduced
free primary schooling.

A spokesman for Schwarzenegger said nobody in

the governor's office had noticed the beer, but they
would check on it.
The commemorative beer is being sold only in
California. It's an extra special bitter ale that comes in

a 22-ounce bottle with a label bearing a muscular figure posing like a body builder. Chicvara promises the
quality of the brew is excellent, with a smooth finish
and bit of a bite.
Mountain Lion Attacks Bikers
California authorities shot and killed a mountain
lion that attacked two female mountain bikers
Thursday afternoon in the Foothill Ranch region of
Orange County, California, leaving one woman in crit-

Poincare Math Problem Solved?
A publicity-shy Russian researcher who

"we must take up an unprecedented challenge, that of giving
our enlarged Europe a common
set of rules. France, with
Germany, and with our other
partners intends to place itself
at the forefront of this great
project."

Austria

dent is not expected to immediately disthe potential cost of his new space
.cuss
.

lization. "At present," he said,

ta! dictatorship." He also said advances towards the achievethat "the recent capture of ment of the goal of a better life
Saddam Hussein was a vital for all. Nevertheless, we should
milestone on the road to a sta- not forget that there are still
ble Iraq" and he praised the many of our people who live in
work of British servicemen and conditions of poverty, disease
women in Iraq. Blair promised and deprivation, many of our
to push ahead with controver- people who are unemployed."
sial public service reforms in He also commented on the
his New Year's message to the increasing levels of crime and
country. He said he would not called for a spirit of volun"falter with the job only half teerism and voter responsibility
done", despite strong opposi- · among the people. "We must
tion from Labour backbenchers draw many more of our people
of plans for student top-up fees. to work as one in a people's
contract to ensure that acting
together, we overcome the
scourge of poverty and underdevelopment. During 2004," he
said, "we will hold our third
democratic general elections.
We urge all our people, especially the youth, to register as
voters and exercise their important democratic right and duty

food to the monks. As a blessing, people douse each other with water. The
water is sometimes colored to symbolize a colorful future.

"Governator" Beer

A6

our common success."

Pl!OTO COURTESY OF WWW.SENSE-

By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Leaders across the world
have expressed messages of
hope, peace and prosperity to
their countries for 2004. In
Palestine, leader Yasser _l\.rafat
called for a resolute determination to achieve equality and
peace. "Our goal and dream,"
he said, "is the elimination and
defeat of all forms of occupation and settlement from our
land and holy places. We want
real peace, the peace of the
brave that realizes an historic
reconciliation between the
Palestinian and Israeli people
and guarantees a free and dignified life and security for each
side within its state and bor-

for the well-being of our families. And all this contributed to

ical condition and another badly shaken. The body of
another apparent attack victim was discovered nearby.

The bikers were attacked while riding trails in
Whiting Ranch Wilderness Park. One of the women,
Debbie Nichols, described to reporters at the scene
how the mountain lion dragged her companion by the
head 100 yards into the brush ,vhile Nichols held on to
her companion's legs and screamed for help.
Mountain bikers in the vicinity, including Mike
Castellano, started throwing rocks trying to scare off
the lion. Castellano said, "Usually, you come around a
corner and they [mountain lions] scatter in the brush.
But this lion was hunting ... It pounced on her as she
came by."

The Department of Fish and Game will conduct
tests to determine if the animal killed was the mountain lion that attacked the bikers, noting that attacks of
this type are unusual.

Source:CNN

Chirac Supports Ban on Religious Signs in
Schools
French President Jacques Chirac has backed
proposals that would mean a ban on all conspicuous religious symbols in schools. He said secularism was one of France's greatest achievements
and played a vital role in ensuring social harmony.
Jewish skullcaps and large Christian crosses
would be affected, as well as headscarves worn by
Muslim girls. France has the largest Muslim population in the European Union, with around five
million people, an.d several thousand teenage
girls are estimated to wear headscarves to classes.
Other proposals that got the president's
backing include ensuring that patients in public
hospitals cannot refuse treatment from doctors
of the opposite sex, and enabling employers to
regulate the wearing of religious symbols for reasons of safety or customer relations. He rejected
a plan for school holidays to mark the Muslim
feast of Eid al-Adha and the Jewish Yorn Kippur.
The Muslim Students Association of the United
States and Canada is organizing a national day of
protest against the controversial French law on
Jan. 17, 2004.
Conserve Water- Shower with a Partner
The Philippine government is calling on its
citizens to start sharing a bath with their partners. The plea is a serious suggestion from the
Department of the Environment to combat water
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Observation
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shortage. "Start sharing baths with your
partner to conserve water," a state-

ment by the department said.
The government is particularly
concerned about the capital, Manila,
home to 12 million residents. A lack
of seasonal rains has meant a fall in
water levels in reservoirs servicing the
city. "We are sounding the alarm early
to avoid a water shortage. We are worried that the situation will worsen during the summer months," said
Environment Secretary Elisea Gozun.
Fees Top-Up Goes to Vote
Students from the poorest homes
will receive up to £3,000 a year to
meet the costs of English university
fees under plans unveiled by the education secretary Charles Clarke.
There are a series of concessions
to win over Labour rebels but ministers
have refused to budge on allo,ving fees
to vary between universities. The full cash
help is for students whose families earn £15,000
or less. Universities will be able to charge up to
£3,000 a year, with fees repayments beginning
when graduates start earning £15,000 a year.
Among the concessions offered by ministers,
the £3,000 cap will be fixed throughout the next
Parliament and can only be changed after that
through a parliamentary vote. The plans go to a
Commons vote expected later this month.

Source: BBC News
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USINESS
Wonder Plaza Not Meeting Some Students' Needs
By Ashley Kelly
Business Editor

The 11 retail stores that make up the Georgia Ave. strip mall,
Wonder Plaza, does not fulfill the needs of some Howard
University students. Maµy want the campus to be surrounded
by 1nore national retail stores.
"It would be nice if we had more variety as far as clothing
stores," said Candace Lewis, a senior speech pathology major.
"We need a broader selection instead of just Up Against the
Wall and Susan's Fashion."
Lewis explains that the clothes in these two stores are similar. The only major difference between the two stores that Le·wis
cited was the fact that Susan's Fashion is a lot cheaper than Up
Against the Wall.
"Why should I have to go all the way to Pentagon city to get
variety?" Lewis said.
Although this is the sentiment of many students at Howard,
there was once no retail store where Wonder Plaza sits.
Instead, this lot was a bread company.
Wonder Bread bakery once encompassed the entire Wonder
Plaza strip.
Kenny Gilmore, the owner of Howard Delicatessen two
blocks up from Wonder Plaza, remembers the Wonder Bread
years fondly.
.
"Everyone in the neighborhood could smell the bread,"
Gilmore said. Gilmore's family once lived where the Howard
School of Business sits.
"We would take fieldtrips to the bakery and we would be
able to see the whole process," she said. "At the end of the tour,
they gave us mini bread loafs, Hostess cupcakes and paper
hats."
Although Wonder Bread provided food for the community
through its small thrift store, which sat where the empty garage
is behind the bookstore, it also provided many residents of the
surrounding area with jobs.
But these two factors were not enough to keep the bakery
financially afloat.
Several years after the Wonder Bread bakery closed, it was
purchased by developer Douglas Jemal. Jemal, president of
Douglas Development Corporation, specializes in revitalizing
old property in Washington as well as suburban Maryland and
Virginia.
Jemal has earned national recognition for many of his properties such as The Historic Row, located in N.W. Washington.
Jemal is also responsible for the opening of two H&M stores last
year in Washington.
Although Wonder Plaza is not among his acclaimed properties, it was his first major renovation project.
When Wonder Plaza opened in 1985, it attracted many
national retail stores including KFC, Blockbuster, Kinkos and
Payless Shoes, explained Norn1an Jemal, Douglas's brother.
Douglas was unavailable at press time.
In 1993, Douglas sold the property to Howard for $18.3 1nillion. "It was a good time to sell as far as the market goes,"
Norman said.
Howard purchased the property because the president at
that time, Franklyn G. Jenifer, wanted to better cater to the students.
"This purchase represents a major component in the continuing investment by the University in providing first-class
facilities for its students, faculty i'\nd administrative purposes,"
Jenifer said in an interview posted on the Douglas Develop1nent
Corporation website.
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Wonder Plaza is named after the Wonder bread factory. From top left, Susan Fashion, Up Against the Wall and Five Guys.

Eleven years later, although Wonder Plaza only has one
national store--Subway, it is surrounded by Starbucks and
McDonald's.
Senior psychology major Brandon Rogers said that major
retail stores do not want to open in the Georgia Ave. neighborhood because of the negative stereotypes that many have of
blacks.
Race relations may possibly be one consideration that goes
into the thought process of potential business owners, but there
are others as well.
"The number of people in the area, consumer base, cost of
rent and parking are all major things considered when a retail
store is trying to open," said Ellen Tolley, spokesperson for the
National Retail Federation.
Assistant Vice President of Howard University Auxiliary
Enterprises Margo Smith said
Wonder Plaza attracts regional stores instead of national
stores.
"A lot of the businesses we attract are start-up businesses
because we fit their demographics," Smith said. "We attract
small businesses who are trying to open doors."
But this isn't to say that national retailers have not tried to
open in Wonder Plaza.
Smith said GAP contacted her two years ago, but the company's requirements did not match what Wonder Plaza offered.
Space being the major factor.
S1nith argues that Wonder Plaza has had a number of
national retail stores in the past.
"We have had Taco Bell, Kinkos, Blockbuster and KFC.
These stores left because they were not able to meet their established goals," Sn1ith said.
Another factor that Smith said is considered while selecting

retail outlets for Wonder Plaza is competition.
Smith said she could not put a Footlocker or other major
athletic store beside Sports Zone because of competition. There
are not enough customers in this area for both to stay in business. They would "bleed each other," Smith said. She adds that
the situation would be different if the two stores were located in
a mall where they could be placed on opposite ends of the building and both were able to make money.
While most students are simply addressing what is wrong,
others are providing suggestions.
"Why don't they just take a survey to see what the students
want?" said junior electrical engineering major Nerissa Perkins.
"This way they'll be able to supply us with better stores."

''Why don't they just take a survey to
see what the
students want. This way they'll be
able to
supply us with better stores.''
-Nerissa Perkins
Junior electrical engineering major

Profile on a Local Hairstylist: Fatima Martinez
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Martinez' main goal as a hair stylist is to provide the highest level of service to her customers.

By Leslie Orji
Contributing Writer

Many travel to the hair salon, spend five hours, $60 dollars and leave wishing they had done it themselves. Fatima

AS

Beauty Academy where she beca1ne a licensed hair instructor specializing in hair cutting and coloring. Her husband,
Junito lYiartinez, assisted her in opening t he shop and is t he
salon's manager.
Staying fervent in the hair business is not easy. It takes
more than skills to keep profits stable and customers coining
back. To make a larger profit Martinez gives discounts to
Howard students.
She also co1npetes with other salons by matching their
prices or decreasing the1n, which attracts customers on a
budget.
Every business has its down season. For Wrapping
Heads by Fatima & Mecca Barber Shop, it's during the summer. The number of custo1ners decreases, causing Martinez
to increase service prices. The price increase enables her to
continue to give her customers quality service using firstclass products while still making a profit. It is during this
season that she relies on her regular clients to keep her
going.
Raqeeba Taskeen, who lives in Silver Spring and shares
the same religion with Martinez said, "She does good work
and that is what I expect from her as a Muslim."
Martinez, who believes that good products equal good
hair, said that weekly profits for the hair salon average
between seven hundred and one thousand dollars. About 25
percent of the profit is spent on products.
She believes that the customers come back because of
the comfortable environment and the quality customer service they receive.
"I treat the1n as if they were a patient," Martinez said. "I
"I ,., .....
educate n1y clients and I think that's the key to my success."
For aspiring entrepreneurs, customer service is very
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLEIMAGES.COM
important amongst other key factors like price and quality of
products sold or services rendered, as affirmed by customers
of Martinez.
Alicia Scott, a customer originally from New York, feels
Heads by Fati1na & Mecca
wish to cut down on these prices at the salon are very reasonable. "It is the cheapest in
salon where good custon1er DC that I know of," she said.

Martinez, owner of Wrapping
Barber Shop on Georgia Ave.,
experiences and opened a hair
service is the motto.
Growing up in Washington, Martinez attended the D.C

The Hilltop
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Attention All Writers:
(Current and Prospective)
11 vou'd like to write tor The Hilltop, come to
our weeklv budget meetings Tuesdavs
at 6:11 P.ID. in The Hilltop office,
located in the West Towers, P-level.
***Please make note ot the time change for
HU Celebrates MLK Day in 1976
the remainder of the vear.

Global New Years Celebrations
to stay inside) and watch the
heroes' 'vaarzech baustani'
dance, where male dancers juggle pins and chant to drums.
Sprouted wheat and lentils are
thrown into an ocean or lake.
Frorn just a brief overview
of the customs of these five
countries it should become
obvious that even though we all

may not agree on the date or
type of celebrations, there is a
base accord in symbolically
representing the renewal of life,
which inevitably leads to the
celebration of regeneration
while discarding the old and
worn out.

King..
"Its important that someone struggled to get Hoover's
assassination.
One point on Gregory·s name taken off the building. He
platforn1 was to have the name was an utter counteractive subof J. Edgar Hoover removed ject to King," said sophomore
from the FBI building. Hoover biology major Kitomila Cole.
Jesse Jackson of PUSH also
was well known for plotting
against civil rights activist like held a memorial service in front
King and made the FBI infa- of the White House to honor
King. Washington and the City
mous.
Gregory moved his protests Council Chairman held services
to the offices of the Bureau of· at the Martin Luther King
Prisons in defense of Robert Public Library in D.C., and three
of
the
film
Watson who publicly told sto- showings
ries of hearing conspirators of Montgomery to Memphis were
the FBI plotting the death of shown at Rankin Chapel. The

film focused on King's life as an
activist and up to his assassination and was sponsored by
United Ministries of Howard.
"The duty is now in our
hands to pay homage to Dr.
Martin Luther King, not just on
his birthday, but everyday we
walk the streets, ride on the
front of the bus, order at lunch
counters, or just waking up,"
said sophomore political science
major LaMarr Patterson. "We
owe everyday of our lives to people like him."

CULTURES from A6

means new day, new life, and
lasts for 13 days. The
Wednesday before the New
Year, people cleanse themselves by jumping over fires. On
the thirteenth day of the New
Year, people attend picnics
(since it is considered bad luck

HISTORY from A2

Wrappin, Heads by Fa-tirna
Your full service salon cledi.ca.t:ed t:o providing you
wit:h excellent: service

No Need t:o go any ft,Lrt:her thq.n Your Campus
OPEN SUNDAYS AND MONDAYS FOR YOUR CONVIENCE

NEW Y.EAR,S STUDENT SPECIAL

Introducing 77z.e .N'eu., ''Strazghr Look,, $15

as a way to refresh the outlook
of the assistants.
"It is important to keep a
positive attitude when dealing
with residents. We are internalizing how to interact with
[them] and the staff in the most
positive and effective manner,"
she said.

Bethune Annex resident
assistant Christina Mcintee
said that the conference has
given her a new perspective on
her position.
"It offers new skills for
being an effective resident
assistant for the second semester. I look at my attitude
toward my job and the efficiency of the service I provide," she

No Irons Used

.Doobfe ffTraps $18
Donzinican Sryle

RoZZer ffi""raps

$22
Anyzoay You ff.Tant I t

(EVERY DAY STUDENT PRIC,l!;, PRICE WZ£L NEVER CHANGE)

Leadership Training for RAs
TRAINING from A2

-

•

$35.00 & up
FlexiRods $33 & up
Trim. $:1.0 {1u/style)

Relaxer

said. "I make sure that I am
doing the best job to make my
residents feel welcomed."
Thomas told the attentive
group that their success influences the way Howard is
received by the outside world.
"As persons representing
Howard University, we are
always finding ways that we
can do things better," she said.

Flips

Hair Color

$1.5 &

up

(Natural hair e.xtra)
Spiral Set $33
$25

Natural Hair St:yling
Two Strand Tw-ist $50 & up
Dread Locks $SO & up
Human Hair Braids $JOO & up
LOC.A TED ACROSS FROM HOJ~ARD SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

2632 GEORGIA A VE NW
WASHINGTON, DC
Ul'(JllflllE#lT ,EAf°EXAEll IUT WAU IK .UE WFLCVlfE

CALL US~202-667-3037

We Beat Our Co1npetitors!

I,

Don't get baited in by bogus discounts, and so-called "free shipping". We beat our
competitors on price, convenience, and availability!
HOWARD

Compare us to our Competition !

UN IVERS IT Y
BOOKSTORE

(PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND DO NOT INCLUDE TAXES)

Textbooks
(Required text requested
by Howard University
Faculty)

HUB
(prices include required
components)

Textbooks.com
(does not include
shipping costs)

Amazon.com
(does not include
shipping costs)

Half.com
(does not include
shipping costs)

Mosaicos: Spanish as a
World Language,
(w/required Internet
access code),
3rd edition

$127.25

Does not offer texts with
components required by
professor and or department.

Does not offer texts with
components required by
professor and or department.

Majority of the stock
offered is late edition
material and sold without
required components.

West's Business La,~,
(w/CD·ROM)
9th edition

$125.00

$130.95

Does not offer texts with
components required by
professor and or department.

Majority of the stock
offered is late edition
material and sold without
required components.

Biological Science
(w/CD · ROM),
2002 edition

$116.00

$121.00

$121.00

Majotity of the stock
offered is late edition
material and sold ,vithout
required components.

Economics
(text, w/study guide),
15th edition

$127.00

$112.75 text only
~34.75 reguired study gyide

$130.65 text only
~38.00 reguired study gyide

$166. 75 total

$168.65 total

Majority of the stock
offered is late edition
material and sold without
required components.

$109.00

$109.00

(does not indicate that
required CD-ROM is
included).

(does not indicate that
required CD-ROM is
included).
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Algebra and
Trigonometry
(w/ Internet Access
Code),
6th edition

(price includes
required study guide)

$104.00
•

Majority of the stock
offered is late edition
material and sold without
required components.
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Oliver Qualifies for
Millrose Games

Bl

•
ISOD

By Ashley Ross
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Tahma n Bradley
Contributing Writer

With a qualifying time of 7.8 seconds, Howard
University's own All-An1erican David Oliver was recently selected as one of six athletes nationwide to participate in the 60 meter hurdles (a new event) at the
Verizon Millrose Games this year.
The prestigious event is the nation's oldest invitational track meet and the most successful participants
often become Olympic contenders. Since 1908, the
Millrose Games have attracted spectators from all over
the world to New York's Madison Square Garden to witness some of the greatest track and field athletes of our
time includipg Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Maurice
Green.
Despite the magnitude of the event his accomplishments, Oliver remains humble.
"God has blessed me," Oliver said.
Yet when the "other competition" is mentioned, a
flare of confidence accompanies his modesty.
"Track is all mental. If you've practiced enough you
should perform well. You can't worry about the next
n1an. But whoever wins that race will be the front runner for nationals," Oliver said.
Last year was an especially phenomenal year for the
senior from Denver, Colorado. Oliver ran a career best

ith momentum from
a close victory against
conference
rival
University of Maryland
Eastern Shore in their
firs t game after the break, the Lady
Bison basketball team (2-9 overall, 2-0
MEAC) rooted a dismal Morgan State (012 overall, 0-4 MEAC) squad 86-45
Saturday afternoon at the Burr.
Freshman sensation, Meloni Benson,
a 6'2 forward led all scorers with 16
points.¥ Benson was also 2-2 from the
three-point line.
Freshman
guard Christina
Saturday's Game Aden added 15
points and 7
Howard
86 rebounds, and
sophomore
Morgan State 45 guard Brittany
James
contributed to the scoring mix with 10
points, while veteran junior Daisha
Hicks and freshn1an Shannon Carlisle
held their own with 9 points each.
Having won only one game over their
last 2 seasons, the Lady Bears were no
match for an unsympathetic Howard
unit. From the opening tip the contest
belonged to Howard. On offense, sloppy
ball handling by l\llorgan State led to 40
turnovers, including five in the first
three minutes.
On the boards, Howard dominated
60-42. Morgan State shot five of 27 for
only 18 percent in the first half and failed
to nail a single three-pointer the entire
game.
"Morgan is building a program and
they are a team in transition ." said Lady
Bison Head Coach Cathy Parson. "Their
point guard was not really a point guard
which helped us," Parson added.
Even though Howard's con1petition
level has not been as difficult as it was in
the beginning of the year, Parson
believes her team is moving in the right
direction.
"As a club we're con1ing along. We

w

110IA...

See OLIVER page 86

•
FILE PHOTO

Senior David Oliver will be looking to qualify for
the Olympics at the upcoming Mlllrose Games.

Torrey Na01ed
Metropolitan
Player of the Year
By Soraya N. McDonald
Sports Editor
While the work of football's offensive linemen is
often overlooked, such was not the case this past Friday
as the Washington D.C. Pigskin Club awarded honors at
the Capital Hilton.
The Pigskin Club heralded offensive lineman
Brandon Torrey by naming him as this year's
Metropolitan Player of the Year. Torrey, who also
received All-MEAC honors, has played right guard for
the Bison for the past three years.
The award, which is thus far his most prestigious,
astonished even Torrey.
"I found out the fifth (of January); I was really surprised," Torrey said. "Normally lineman don't get much
credit for the work that they do on the field ."
Bison offensive line coach Jonathan Cannon also
lauded Torrey's efforts.
"It's something he's worked hard, and it's good
exposure for him," Cannon said. "It gives hin1 a boost
because someone understands that the offensive line
plays a big part in the success of any football team."
The Pigskin Club's honor has raised the bar for
Torrey. "We'll begin to expect even n1ore out of him
given that he's been given this award," Cannon said.

PHOTO BY

Junior right guard Brandon Torrey was selected as
the Pigskin Club's Metropolitan Player of the Year.

PHOTO BY CARROLL SMITH/ ALL-PRO PHOOGRAPHY

Howard freshman Christina Aden drives pass Morgan State defenders for two
of her 14 points during the Lady Bson's home win Saturday.

Bison Men Fall Short
to Morgan State Bears
the University of
Maryland
Eastern
Shore that snapped a
five-game
losing
streak.
The Bears (4-7, 31 in the MEAC) came
into Saturday's game
on a two-game winning streak, having
beaten the Florida
A&M Rattlers 106-72.
The first half
looked promising for
the Bison, as they
ended the half down
25-23, shoot ing 40
percent from the
field. The Bears shot
only 33 percent, but
40 percent from
behind the threepoint line.
The Bears came
out the second half
focused.
Anything
that could have gone
wrong in the second
half for the Bison,
did.
An electric lay-up
from
sophomore
guard
Ronald
Timus,
PHOTO BYCARROLL $MITH/ ALL-PRO PHOTO
fo llowed by a crowd
Louis Ford looks for an opening during Howard's
awakening dunk from
home loss to Morgan State this Saturday.
senior center Aaron
Andrews a minute
By Stacey Gates
into the second half gave the Bears
Contributing Writer
their winning momentu1n .
Bison Head Coach Frankie Allen
In their
first confer- credits Morgan State for coming out
Saturday's Game ence h ome playing hard, especially in the second half.
Howard
45 game of the
"Our boys couldn't get on track
season, the
offensively
in the second half. There
Morgan State 62 Bison men's were defensive breakdowns too, and
basketball
team lost 62-45 to the Morgan State we are not explosive enough to battle back fro m s uch a deficit," Allen
Bears this past Saturday.
The Bison (3-8, 1-1 in the MEAC)
were coining off a 70-50 win over See MORGAN page 86

See BISON page 86

Howard to Play
Grambling in
2004 Classic
By Soraya N. McDonald
Sports Editor
This September, the Bison football
teatn will be playing at FedEx Field, not
against the lackluster Redskins who are
hoping that new head coach Joe Gibbs can
bring some 1nuch-needed revitalization, but
against the Grambling State Tigers in the
First Annual Prince George's Black
Chamber of Commerce Classic.
Ironically, one Tiger may be more at
home than any of the Bison; head coach
Doug \.Yilliams will return to the turf of the
team he won a Superbowl with- under
coach Joe Gibbs no less.
In addition, the Bison will open the season away from home at another classic: the
second annual Ford Detroit Football Classic
at Ford Stadium in Detroit, Michigan,
where they will face Alaban1a State
University.
See next Tuesday's Hilltop for further
details on the Prince George's Classic.
See CLASSIC page 82

PHOTO COURTESY GOOGLE.COM

The Bison will play Grambling at FedEx
Field this September.
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ntereste 1n wri ing
for Sports??? __Come
to The Hilltop udget
Meeting now T e day
@ 6 p.m. and ask for
Soraya McDo al or
Bernard Murra
CLASSIC from 81
l'H010 BY CAfUIOI I SMITH

2004 Bison Football Schedule:

Benson scored a gan1e-high 16 points in the Lady Bison's 8645 win over the Morgan State Bears.

•

D.C.

September 4
vs. Alabama State at Detroit,
Michigan (Ford Detroit Football
Classic)

October 23
vs. North Carolina A& T at
Washington, D.C.

September 11
vs. Hampton at Hampton, Virginia
September 18
vs. Grambling State at Landover,
Maryland (Prince George's Black
Chamber of Commerce Classic)
September 25
vs. Savannah State at Washington,
D.C.
October 2
Bye week

The MEAC indoor track championships, which will be
held February 19-22 in Landover, Maryland are fast
approaching. The following student-athletes qualified for
the championships during or before winter break:

October 30
vs. Norfolk State at Washington,
D.C. (Homecoming)
November 6
vs. South Carolina State at
Orangeburg, South Carolina

MARISSA JOHNSON

LACLAIRE CARTER
PRAK.ISO COLLINS

Triple Jump:

MICHAEL SAMPSON

November 13
vs. Bethune-Cookman at Daytona
Beach, Florida

400-Meter:

November 20
vs. Delaware State at Washington,
D.C. (last home game/senior day)

October 9
vs. Charleston Southern at
Washington, D.C.

60-Meter:

MAKAILA BROOKS
VAJEBEASLY

3000-Meter:

800-Meter:

60-Meter Hurdles

DAVID WINN

INDIRA GARCIA
DAVID OLIVER

Shot-put:

October 16
vs. Morgan State at Washington,

You can't
change
vouraue.
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Sales Suggest Hip Hop Clothing Lines May Stick Around
By Ashley Kelly
Business Editor

Many believe that hip-hop artists'
clothing lines are a trend, but the revenue
that they produce annually suggests otherwise.
The NPD Group, a market information
company, reports sales of hip-hop clothing
for 2 0 02 at $2 billion. This estimate does
not only include apparel, but also footwear
and accessories.
''I think it is a growing industry
because so many different rappers and
celebrities are coming out with lines and
street wear is very popular," said a representative from the NPD group.
Up Against The Wall, one of the
leading urban wear stores in Washington,
DC, carries many of the popular hip-hop
artists clothing.lines. Some of these lines
include: Rocawear, Sean John, J. Lo, Phat
Farm and Baby Phat.
Izzy, the president of Up Against
The Wall, said that Rocawear brings in the
store's highest sales, with over $2 million
annually. Sean John comes in second place
bringing the store about $1 million in
annual sales.
Although these clothing lines and
others bring in a large sum of 1noney, Izzy
believes that many of the hip-hop lines will
not stand the t est of time.
"There are about 40 or 50 (clothing lines) in total and they will not all last.
I don't think people will always follow what
some entertainer tells them to wear as a
general rule, " explained Izzy, who went on
to say that he sees longevity in Rocawear
and Sean John.
Some do not share his sentiment.
Aba Bonney-Kwawu, founder of the
Aba Agency, a company, whose services
include image development and fashion
consulting, said hip-hop artists clothing
lines are not a trend.
"It's going to be a mainstay. It's
like their music and fashion go hand in
hand, but it's just going to evolve depending on the way the rap and the music
evolve."
Hip-hop is a genre that attracts
adolescents to college age adults. As a

result, one can find many of the hip-hop
artists clothing on the backs of students at
Howard University. Although this may be
the case currently, some students believe
they will eventually grow out of this type of
dress.
"I think they are a fad because 10
years fro1n now, we will not be wearing
them," said Brandon Brice, a junior international business major. Brice explained
that lines such as Sean John and Rocawear
are too trendy and do not have as much
universal appeal as mainstream clothing
lines such as Ralph Lauren.
The current clothing sales suggest
other wise.
Jennifer Lopez's line, J .Lo, sold
$130 million in sales last year. Rocawear
and Baby Phat tied by earning $300 million in 2002, but P. Diddy's Sean John line
topped them all, bringing in $450 million
last year.
Many enjoy the fashion of hip-hop
artists, but believe that they should not be
worn exclusively.
"There's nothing wrong with wearing clothing lines that are based on hip-hop
artists, but you should not be limited to
them just because he or she is your favorite
artist," explained Kwame Mbalia, a junior
Biology major. "I think you should not follow the trend. If you see something you
like ... that might be Kenneth Cole or
Tommy Hilffiger...then you should wear
it."
Hip-hop is not only affecting the
urban clothing industry, but also affecting
new styles of luxury designers.
"They are really driving fashion
through luxury goods, in that a lot of "ghetto" people had never heard of
Moskino... until Lil' Kim or Biggie
Smalls ... ," explained Bonney-Kwawu.
"Chanel and these luxury designers are
now having to make clothing to suit this
new, black customer who maybe wasn't
raised on it, but their od-ing on it right
now."
Jamie Ross, creative director of the
youth division at Donegar Group, a fashion
consulting firm, agrees that hip-hop is
making an impact on mainstream clothing
lines.

"Many mainstream clothing lines look
to street fashion for ideas, such as Dolce &
Gabana. Gap has joined Madonna and
Missy Eliot," explained Ross, "The subculture has become the main culture."
Despite hip-hop artists' clothing
lines bringing in large a1nounts of money,
some do not believe that there is a true
sense of fashion behind the1n.
"They are based solely on the star
power of who is behind it, there is no real
fashion involved," said Jeremiah Mcfarlan,
a junior information systems major at
Howard University.
Beverly Ramsey, who has been
designing formal wear since 1998 agrees
that they are not the best forms of fashion,
but there are son1e who are close to high
fashion. Ramsey said that Sean John is
closer to couture than others because of its
collection of men's suits.
Whether or not hip-hop artists clothing lines will stand the test of time is still a
mystery, but more and more are appearing
every day. Eve released her line, Fetish,
this fall, whose clothes are described as
sophisticated and urban.
Beyonce Knowles, who has gained
n1uch acclaim in the hip-hop world since
her solo album, Dangerously in Love, is
starting a clothing line with her mother
who designs 1nost of her wardrobe.
These upcoming lines may have the
same success of many of their predecessors, but it seems hard to predict how long
the success of these labels will last.
If the current sales continue to remain
high for hip-hop clothing lines such as
Sean John, Rocawear and Baby Phat, they
may prove the critics wrong who say they
are merely trends.
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on't miss legendary author
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. this
Friday, January 16th from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. as he discusses his latest novel America
Behind the Color Line.
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Lady Bison Defeat the Bears
BISON from 81

have a very good freshman
class and they're moving
along fine. We've also had a
good post presence from
Meloni Benson."
Not completely shut out
of the ball game, Morgan was
able to put together a rag-tag
second half rally.
The Lady Bison only
outscored Morgan 39 to 30 in
the second half. In fact, Lady
Bear Jennyffer Vargas led all
second half scorers, tallying
all of her 12 points after the

break. "We got lackluster team's leader. "If Meloni can
and looked considerably get stronger she'll dominate.
sloppy in the second half and Post players usually can conwe've got to do better than trol the game and I think
she'll become a dominate
that," Parson said.
Saturday's performance player."
The Lady Bison will face
by the Howard's younger
players looks promising for Delaware State University
the injury-plagued Bison tomorrow at 6 p.m. in Burr
team as they enter the heart Gymnasium.
of conference play.
Benson
has
been
Howard's most consistent
player in the absence of tor,
returnee Simone Agee.
Parson believes Benson
can soon emerge as the

Morgan State Victory over Bison
MORGAN from 81

said.
According to Allen, there
were also "match-up problems and Morgan was just
quicker to the ball."
Junior forward James
"Mac" Wilkinson led all scorers with 16 points, shooting
7-of-10 from the field, along
with 9 rebounds in 30 minutes of play. Sam Brand led
Morgan State scorers with 15
points, shooting 6-of-11 from
the field and a measley 1-of-7
from behind the arc.
Senior forward Seye
Aluko added nine points and
11 rebounds for the Bison.
In last year's matchup,
Howard won 74-53 at the
Burr. This year, Brand says
his teammates came out
focused and prepared to play
hard as a team.
"This is a very tough

place to play, so we knew we
needed a lead in the last eight
to 10 1ninutes of the game,"
Brand said. "We had a few
dry spells, but all in all, we
played hard."
The Bison shot 39 percent from the field overall
and missed five of eight freethrow shots. They committed
16 turnovers, while Morgan
shot 44 percent overall and
turned the ball over 13 times.
Brand credited Morgan's
improved play to their newly
found teamwork.
"This year, we've played
good as a team. Last year, we
played as individuals," Brand
said.
Wilkinson gave Morgan
State credit for having "good
senior leadership" in their
win.
Allen said the team has to
move on and put the loss
behind them.

Oliver Keeps Reaching for Olympics
OLIVER from 81

13.6 in the 110 hurdles at the
2003 NCAA Outdoor Track and
Field Championships and finished fourth overall. Oliver's
times were the best in the
MEAC and school history, making him the first All-American
athlete Howard has had in 15
years.
"The 2003 outdoor chan1pionships was definitely one of
my most memorable moments
so far at Howard. I went into
the meet ranked 23rd or 24th
and I came out in 4th place. It
just goes to show how ranking
means nothing," Oliver said.
With an abundant list of
other accomplishments such as
winning the 6om hurdles at the
MEAC Indoor Championships

"We must step up as a
team. We can't let this loss
tear us apart as a team. In
our coming games, we must
be consistent at both ends of
the floor", Allen said.
The next game for the
Bison will be tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. against the
Delaware State Hornets.

last year, winning the 110m
hurdles at the MEAC Outdoor
Championships for the past
three years, an appearance on
BET's MAAD Sports, and the
Olympic trials around the corner, Oliver is quick to point ont
he could not have done it alone.
His teammates and Bison track
coach Michael Merritt push and
encourage hin1 to do better.
"Coach Merritt was one of a
handful of people that gave me
a chance right out of high
school on the Division I level.
His one on one practices last
year were the best practices I
ever h;id and I know they contributed to my success at
nationals," Oliver said.
Although practice wasn't
always easy for Oliver, he realized at nationals last year.,.how

much stronger he felt at the end
of the meets thanks to Merritt's
training.
"I hate running the four by
one and the four by four. Most
hurdlers don't have to run those
races.
But because Coach
Merritt put me in those races
and others like the 200
throughout the season I was in
better shape than the other hurdlers at the end of the season."
As a provisional qualifier
for the 2004 Olympic trials
coming up this summer, and a
qualifier for the USA games,
Oliver is striving to shave his
time from 7.8 in the 60-meter
hurdles to the 7.6 range. Yet
whatever the outcome of the trials, "No matter what I'll keep
running. I don't want to waist
my talents."
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THE NE'I'V 'VORK ... CONTI'NUING TO BRING YOU QUALITY PROGRAMMING

January 7:. 2004

ATTN: STUDENT BODY
IlVlPORTANT!!!! IF YOU HAVE NOT FILLED OUT
YOUR RELEASE FORJ\tl FOR THE SKI-TRIP
(JANUARY 16-18, 2004), PLEASE CO~E TO
BLACKBURN SUITE 108 BY 5:00 PIVI FRIDAY!!!
ALSO, THERE IS A ~ANDATORY ~EETING
CONCERNING THE SKI-TRIP ON VVEDNESDAY,
.:JANUARY 14, 2003 AT 7:00 PlVI IN BLACKBURN
SUITE 108.

ABSOLUTELY ./YO REFU.r¥.l•Srrr
('IF YOU .DO,IY'T ATTE.IY.D THE J'IBETI.IYO., YOU CA.IV .IYOT ATTE,IY.D THE SK.I-TRIP'~

FOR ANY COl\.1:1\-1:ENTS OR QUESTIONS :, PLEASE
CONTACT US AT: (202) 806-4934 OR (202) 806-4144
THAN~ YOU:.

~-

~~

KEREL THOMP~z
UGSA VICE-COORDINATOR 2003-2004

ARMOUR

J .
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1?1-IONE:
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CENTER.
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806-41.34
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Lady Bison Defeat the Bears Oliver Keeps Reaching for Olympics
BISON from 81

have a very good freshman
class and they're moving
along fine. We've also had a
good post presence from
Melani Benson."
Not completely shut out
of the ball game, Morgan was
able to put together a rag-tag
second half rally.
The Lady Bison only
outscored Morgan 39 to 30 in
the second half. In fact, Lady
Bear J ennyffer Vargas led all
second half scorers, tallying
all of her 12 points after the

break. "We got lackluster
and looked considerably
sloppy in the second half and
we've got to do better than
that," Parson said.
Saturday's performance
by the Howard's younger
players looks promising for
the injury-plagued Bison
team as they enter the heart
of conference play.
Benson
has
been
Howard's most consistent
player. in the absence of top
returnee Simone Agee.
Parson believes Benson
can soon emerge as the

team's leader. "If Melani can
get stronger she'll dominate.
Post players usually can control the game and I think
she'll become a dominate
player."
The Lady Bison will face
Delaware State University
tomorrow at 6 p.m. in Burr
Gymnasium.

Morgan State Victory over Bison
said.
According to Allen, there
were also "match-up problems and Morgan was just
quicker to the ball."
Junior forward James
"Mac" Wilkinson led all scorers with 16 points, shooting
7-of-10 from the field, along
with 9 rebounds in 30 minutes of play. Sam Brand led
Morgan State scorers with 15
points, shooting 6-of-11 from
the field and a measley 1-of-7
from behind the arc.
Senior forward
Seye
Aluko added nine points and
11 rebounds for the Bison.
In last year's matchup,
Howard won 74-53 at the
Burr. This year, Brand says

place to play, so we knew we
needed a lead in the last eight
to 10 minutes of the game,"
Brand said. "We had a few
dry spells, but all in all, we
played hard."
The Bison shot 39 percent from the field overall
and missed five of eight freethrow shots. They committed
16 turnovers, while Morgan
shot 44 percent overall and
turned the ball over 13 times.
Brand credited Morgan's
improved play to their newly
found teamwork.
"This year, we've played
good as a team. Last year, we
played as individuals," Brand
said.
Wilkinson gave Morgan
State credit for having "good
senior leadership" in their

his

Wlil,

MORGAN from 81

teammates

came

out

focused and prepared to play
hard as a team.
"This

is

a

very tough

OLIVER from 81

13.6 in the 110 hurdles at the
2003 NCAA Outdoor Track and
Field Championships and finished fourth overall. Oliver's
times were the best in the
MEAC and school history, making him the first All-American
athlete Howard has had in 15
years.
"The 2003 outdoor championships was definitely one of
my most memorable moments
so far at Howard. I went into
the meet ranked 23rd or 24th
and I came out in 4th place. It
just goes to show how ranking
means nothing," Oliver said.
With an abundant list of
other accomplishments such as
winning the 6am hurdles at the
MEAC Indoor Championships

"We must step up as a
team. We can't let this loss
tear us apart as a team. In
our coming games, we must
be consistent at both ends of
the floor", Allen said.
The next game for the
Bison will be tomorrow night
at 8 p.m. against the
Delaware State Hornets.

•

Allen said the team has to
move on and put the loss
behind them.

last year, winning the 110m .
hurdles at the MEAC Outdoor
Championships for the past
three years, an appearance on
BET's MAAD Sports, and the
Olympic trials around the corner, Oliver is quick to point out
he could not have done it alone.
His teammates and Bison track
coach Michael Merritt push and
encourage him to do better.
"Coach Merritt was one of a
handful of people that gave me
a chance right out of high
school on the Division I level.
His one on one practices last
year were the best practices I
ever had and I know they contributed to my success at
nationals," Oliver said.
Although practice wasn't
always easy for Oliver, he realized at nationals last year how

much stronger he felt at the end
of the meets thanks to Merritt's
training.
"I hate running the four by
one and the four by four. Most
hurdlers don't have to run those
races.
But because Coach
Merritt put me in those races
and others like the 200
throughout the season I was in
better shape than the other hurdlers at the end of the season'."
As a provisional qualifier
for the 2004 Olympic trials
coming up this summer, and a
qualifier for the USA games,
Oliver is striving to shave his
time from 7.8 in the 60-meter
hurdles to the 7.6 range. Yet
whatever the outcome of the trials, "No matter what I'll keep
running. I don't want to waist
my talents."
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THE NETVVORK ... CONTI:NU"ING TO BRING YOU QUALITY PROGRAl\41VIING

Janua1·y 7, 2004

ATTN: STUDENT BODY
I:M__POR____
TANT!!!! IF YOU HAVE NOT FILLED OUT
YOUR RE:LEASE FOR:M__ FOR THE SKI-TRIP
(JANUARY 16-18, 2004), PLEASE CO:M:E TO
BLACKBURN SUITE 108 BY 5:00 P:M: FRIDAY!!!
ALSO, THERE: IS A :M:ANDATORY :M:EETING
CONCERNING THE SKI-'1'RTP ON WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 14, 2003 AT 7:00 P:M: IN BLACKBURN
SUITE 108.

,,

FOR ANY CO.MMENTS OR QUESTIONS, PLEASE
CONTACT US AT: (202) 806-4934 OR (202) 806-4144

I

THANJS:- YOU,

KEREL THOM:PS
UGSA VICE-COORDINATOR 2003-2004

ARMOUR

J.

BLACKBURN

Pl-IONE:

B6

CENTER.

(202)

SUITE

806-4134

•

1.08

FAX:

•

'W"ASHINGTON,

(202)

DC

•

20059

806-4194
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'··""''

53.2 cu. ft;
of cargo space

-~-

AvailabJe
.
., with 4-wheel
-_,
ant1-locR. .brake system
.

'

30 MPG City
35 MPG Highway*

Up to '130 lbs./ft.
torque;· "I ~O horsepower

•

GET THE FEELING
~TOYOTA
,· -··

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile
automobile on the planet. Matrix is an entirely new breed of
vehicle-cutting edge styling, standard air conditioning, and up
to 180 horsepower with available 6-speed. Matrix is designed
to be whatever you want, including affordable.

Retail

cQ,TOVOTA
Visit www.buyatoyota.com for details.
*Based on EPA estimates for 2003 5-speed manual.

Half.com

Average
price

$
new*

used*

new*

used*

atura
·-----------------~
I

I

I

For a limited time, first-time buyers

I

: Save an additional $5 :
: on purchases of •so or more: :

How smart is this: All the textbooks you
need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or
used, all you have to do is go to half.com

1

Simply use this code:

1

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.

:

HOWARD2004

:

Then let nat•Jre take its course.

~-----------------~

I

I

by

Same textbooks.
Smarter prices.

Copyright 2003-20.04 Half.com. Half.com, the Half.com logo, eBay and the eBay logo are trademarks of eBay Inc. All rights reserved. Average Retail Price of a NewTextbook based on data from Follett Corp (as reported byThe Associated Press in January 2003), Average Retail Price
of a Used Textbook based on data from Monument Information Resources. Average Half.com Price for New and Used Textbooks based on an August/September 2003 analysis of over 300,000 books sold on Half.com. Quantities, pricin,i and availability are not guaranteed and will
vary due to supply and demand. Coupon is for first-time buyers only. Limlted time offer; excludes shipping and handling; offer subject to change or termination without prior notice.
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